Abstract -A new hierarchical renumbering technique for sparse matrices arising from the application of the Finite Element Method (FEM) to the three-dimensional Maxwell's equations is presented. It allows the complete Cholesky decomposition of the matrix, which leads to a direct solver with O(N 4/3 ) memory requirement. In addition, an approximate factorisation, yielding a preconditioner for the matrix, can be constructed. For this, two algorithms using low-rank approximation are presented, which have almost linear arithmetic complexity and memory requirement. The efficiency of the methods is demonstrated on several numerical examples.
Introduction and motivation
Three-dimensional problems in electromagnetic field calculation can be solved with a coupling of the boundary element method (BEM) and the FEM. Fine discretisation of complex problems leads to large systems of equations. The BEM part can be solved with asymptotically optimal complexity by using block-wise adaptive cross approximation (ACA) [4] . In larger problems, the main cost is caused by the FEM part. Especially in the case of non-linear time dependent problems, efficient solvers for the FE-system are essential. In this paper, we address the solution of large sparse linear systems with a symmetric and positive definite system matrix.
One way of solving such systems is the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix in order to find the exact solution. In general, the number of non-zeros strongly increases during the factorisation (fill-in). Several reordering algorithms based on graph theoretical heuristics have been developed in order to reduce occurring fillin, e.g. the bandwidth reducing algorithms by Cuthill and McKee, and minimum degree strategies [1, 8] . Here, we concentrate on the idea of nested dissection first discussed in [6] . It is based on recursively finding vertex separators dividing the graph which describes the matrix structure. This gives a reordering which provides a block structure such that zero blocks remain empty in the factorised matrix.
For general sparse matrices, not necessarily arising from the FEM, the so called automatic nested dissection [7, 16] can be applied to find separators. For this, no geometry information of the degrees of freedom is needed.
Nested dissection reordering was first applied to linear systems arising from 2D finite element discretisation forming a regular grid. There, the graph of the non-zero matrix pattern is a 2D tensor uniform grid. A cut along a straight line of this grid gives a separator of the mesh, and of the matrix graph [6] . Later, mesh partitioning methods were used in order to find separators of finite element matrices arising from non-uniform meshes [9] .
Our discretisation of Maxwell's equations uses an edge-based formulation, the regularisation of which increases the number of non-zeros in the stiffness matrix. This property does not allow to apply the mesh partitioning.
We will present a new reordering method that combines a geometric approach and the usage of the matrix structure in order to find nested dissection interfaces recursively. A cluster tree of the degrees of freedom will be constructed. Interfaces of decreasing size occur on every recursive level. If k E is the number of unknowns, approximately k
2/3
E of them are associated to the interface cluster that belongs to the first clustering step. The nested dissection based reordering yields a special block structure. A complete block Cholesky decomposition algorithm (HSLLT) benefiting from the time optimised BLAS-3 library will be used to solve the reordered system.
An evaluation of our method is carried out by a comparison to super-nodal factorisation methods [15] provided by freely available libraries for sparse matrix computation (see Section 8) .
For higher dimensions, usually iterative methods (for example, Krylov subspace methods) are used, where the stiffness matrix is only treated by matrix-vector multiplications. Because of a high condition number of the stiffness matrix, a preconditioner is used to obtain reasonable convergence rates. Very fast methods of constructing preconditioners are based on incomplete factorisation, as presented in [17] . They reduce the number of non-zeros in the Cholesky factor by setting negligible entries to zero.
Another possibility to construct a preconditioner is given by an approximate Cholesky decomposition as presented in [3] , where H -matrices, as introduced by Hackbusch [11] , are used in order to reach almost linear complexity. H -matrices are based on block-wise low-rank approximations yielding a data sparse representation of fully populated matrices. Similar H -matrix preconditioner was used in [14] in numerical experiments for convection-dominated problems.
We will first use the approximate H -Cholesky decomposition in order to construct a preconditioner. For this, the above mentioned cluster tree is applied, which we originally constructed for nested dissection reordering. The second approach in constructing a preconditioner is also based on block-wise low-rank approximations. However, the factorisation is computed non-recursively with a block Cholesky al-gorithm and it has almost linear complexity. This paper is organised as follows. First, we describe the generation of the system of equations arising from the finite element discretisation of magnetostatic problems using edge elements (Section 2), and its regularisation (Section 3). In Section 4, we address the clustering method with the exact block decomposition method. In Sections 5 and 6, the construction of approximate decompositions by block-wise low-rank approximation is described. After deriving complexity estimates (Section 7), we evaluate these methods in comparison to leading sparse matrix solvers by applying them to numerical examples in Section 8.
Discretisation of magnetostatic problems
Electromagnetic simulations are based on the Maxwell's equations. We will only discuss the treatment of magnetostatic problems with linear materials. For this, the decoupled magnetic part of the equations holds:
Here, H is the magnetic field strength, B the magnetic induction, and g the electric current density. The material properties are represented by
with a constant magnetic permeability µ in the linear case. The system of differential equations (2.1), (2.2) together with the material properties (2.3) will be solved on a contractible domain Ω by FEM. The potential ansatz B = curl A, with the magnetic vector potential A, is applied and yields the so called curl-curl-equation
On the boundary, we assume homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. A variational formulation is derived in the Hilbert space
For this, curl u exists in a weak sense, and the respective scalar product is
Green's formula is applied to the variational representation. After considering the boundary conditions, this yields
The symmetric bilinear form a and the linear functional f are defined as follows:
On a discretisation Ω h of the domain Ω, the discrete representation of the magnetic vector potential reads
where k E is the number of edges of Ω h . The degree of freedom a i is interpreted as integral of A h along the i-th edge. In the case of a tetrahedron, β i describes the Whitney-1-form [5] β i = λ k ∇λ l − λ l ∇λ k associated to the oriented edge e i = {n k , n l } from node n k to n l . Here, λ k and λ l are the Whitney-0-forms associated to n k and n l . In the case of a hexahedron, we characterise β i in the reference element. Each of its edges e i is parallel to one of the axis of the coordinate system (ξ , η, ζ ). Both remaining fixed coordinates will respectively be denoted by ξ i , η i , or ζ i . Thus, we find
ζ −direction with e being the unit vector according to the subscripted coordinate. These tangentially continuous Whitney-1-forms form a finite dimensional discrete subspace of H(curl, Ω). The discretisation of (2.4) by the Galerkin method yields a linear system of equations Qx = b. The system matrix Q ∈ R k E ×k E is symmetric and sparse with
T is the vector of degrees of freedom. Due to the missing gauging in the potential ansatz, Q has a kernel of dimension dim(kerQ) = k N − 1, where k N is the number of corner nodes of the mesh. This is a result of topological considerations on the discretisation [5] . In order to deal with the singularity, we will describe a general way for regularisation in the next section.
Regularisation of the system
Let A ∈ C N×N be a complex valued singular matrix with
The vectors v 1 , . . . , v M and u 1 , . . . , u M are assumed to be linearly independent, and, therefore, the columns of the matrices V and U form a basis in ker A and in ker A * . Thus, the system of linear equations with the matrix A
is only solvable if the right hand side b is orthogonal to the kernel of the adjoint matrix A * ,
In this case, there are infinitely many solutions of the system (3.1). There are no solutions of this system, if the condition (3.2) is violated. The whole vector space C N can be decomposed in the following direct orthogonal sums:
If the system (3.1) is not solvable, the normal system can be considered:
This system is always solvable. The sets of solutions of the systems (3.1) and (3.4) are identical if (3.1) is solvable. Otherwise, the solutions of system (3.4) are called pseudo-solutions. However, the matrix A * A of system (3.4) is still singular, much more populated than the sparse matrix A, and, possibly, its condition number is much higher than that of the matrix A. If condition (3.2) is violated, a further possibility to solve system (3.1) is to modify the right hand side,
where P is the projector on the image of the matrix A
If the kernel of the adjoint matrix A * is known, then it is theoretically easy to construct the projector P. However, this procedure is not stable from the numerical point of view if the dimension of the kernel is very high (M ∼ N). On the other hand, the system (3.5) is still singular. In this section, we suggest a different approach to deal with the singular system (3.1), which is based on the explicit knowledge of the kernel of the matrix A and its extreme sparsity (cf. (3.8) ). Proof. Let us consider the square of the norm of the vector A +U V * v for an arbitrary vector v ∈ C N :
Here, the property
has been used. The norm of the vector A +U V * v can thus vanish only if the next two conditions,
are satisfied simultaneously. These conditions are equivalent to
The first property in (3.7) is obvious, and the second can be checked as follows:
Here, the linear independence of the columns of the matrix U has been used. Corresponding to (3.3), the vector v belongs to two spaces which are orthogonal to each other. It should be equal to zero. Thus, the matrix A +U V * is regular and the system of linear equations (3.6) is uniquely solvable for any right hand side b. The solution vector x solves system (3.4) since
If the original system is solvable, then x is one of the solutions. It is a pseudosolution if the original system is not solvable.
The matrices Q, arising from the FEM as described above, are real valued and symmetric. Thus, the matrix Q +U U * can be used instead of the matrix Q without any modification of the right hand side.
In order to perform this regularisation, we need to construct the matrix U spanning the kernel. For this purpose, one has to consider the reason of ambiguity inherent in the potential ansatz. It allows to add the gradient of an arbitrary scalar function ψ B = curl A = curl( A + ∇ψ)
without changing the magnetic induction. This is due to the vector analytic relation, that gradient fields have no circulation. To describe the discrete kernel, we need to find discrete representatives of gradient fields. The finite element mesh Ω h forms a polygonal topology by an union of simplices in 3D. On such a topology, d-dimensional simplices can be transferred into (d − 1)-dimensional simplices with the help of incidence matrices. It is shown in [5] , that the discrete counterpart to the gradient operator is formed by the incidence matrix D ∈ R k E ×k N associated to edges and nodes. In case of a simply connected domain, dim(ker D) = 1, and the image dimension amounts to dim(Im D) = k N − 1. On a trivial topology, for arbitrary vector fields, curl w = 0 ⇐⇒ w = ∇v holds in the continuous and in the discrete case [5] . With this, one can conclude that the whole kernel U of the matrix Q is formed by the discrete gradient D (cf. [2] ). The product UU * contains information about the connection of the edges of the topology:
e i and e j are adjacent 0, e i and e j are not adjacent.
Thus, the matrix UU * is symmetric and extremely sparse. The additional fill-in will be illustrated in detail in the last section of the paper, where some numerical results to the solution of the system
will be shown. Here, the factor α > 0 is used to improve the condition number of the system.
Hierarchical clustering algorithm
Our first approach for solving the system Kx = b with a positive definite system matrix K, is the construction of the exact Cholesky decomposition. For this, a new hierarchical clustering algorithm is presented, which provides a fill-in reducing re-ordering. Thus, PKP T = LL T can be computed exploiting the arising block structure. In Sections 5 and 6, we will reuse this kind of the hierarchical clustering for computation of an approximate Cholesky decomposition by H -matrices. As already mentioned, the decomposition factor L is in general much more populated than K, because fill-in occurs in the Cholesky decomposition. For symmetric matrices, this is analysed within an undirected, so called matrix graph G(E,W ), where E denotes the set of vertices (unknowns), and W is the set of edges, describing the connectivity of the matrix K. The vertices e i ∈ E with i ∈ I = {1, . . . , k E } represent the degrees of freedom of the matrix. Between two vertices e i and e j , an undirected edge w = {e i , e j } ∈ W exists, if there is a non-zero entry at the respective position in the matrix. Further graph theoretical details on symmetric matrices can be found in [16] . The natural ordering of the degrees of freedom is given by the sequence in which they occur in the matrix, that is, the sequence of rows and columns. The degrees of freedom are assigned to the index set I .
The structure of the triangular factor L can be graph theoretically specified by recursively forming the so called elimination graphs
For this, the decomposition of the i-th column is interpreted as eliminating the vertex e i from the graph G (i−1) as follows:
where
. The set adj(e i ) denotes all vertices adjacent to vertex e i in the matrix graph G (i−1) . In this process, every new edge added to
yields an additional entry (fill-in) in the triangular factor L. After terminating this, the graph of the sparsity structure of L is formed by G + = (E,W + ) with W + containing W and all the new occurring edges. The ordering of the matrix, that is, the sequence in which the nodes will be eliminated, affects the amount of fill-in. As mentioned in the introduction, there are several heuristics providing a fill-in reduced ordering of the matrix. We will concentrate on the nested dissection strategies. For this, a partitioning of the matrix graph given by a preferably small set s I , called interface, needs to be found. Removing all vertices associated to s I and their incident edges results in two clustered graphs with no connection between them.
The reordering is performed by permuting the index set on such a way, that first the vertices of the two non-connected graphs are numbered consecutively, followed by the vertices of the interface. This will be done recursively for the resulting subgraphs as is illustrated in Fig. 1 by two steps of partitioning.
On the left, the matrix graph is shown, where grey coloured parts represent the recursively constructed interface layers. On the right, one can see the matrix structure after renumbering the degrees of freedom. The dark grey blocks belong to the nodes of the first level interface layer I. In the remaining 2 × 2 block matrix, only the two blocks on the diagonal contain non-zeros, whereas the two white shaded blocks are empty. This is because the vertices separated by the interface I do not
interact. The corresponding interfaces I 1 and I 2 separate the previous partitioning.
The respective rows and columns of the matrix can be reordered in such a way that the hierarchical structure of the matrix becomes clear. It is necessary to remark, that the grey blocks in Fig. 1 are sparse matrices too, the connecting blocks even extremely sparse. Roughly speaking, the interface blocks K I , K I1 , and K I2 correspond to two-dimensional problems.
The construction of such interfaces can be done graph theoretically [7, 16] . Another method is a geometrical partitioning of the associated finite element mesh [9] . For our application, a combination of geometrical partitioning and the usage of the matrix structure is appropriate. In the following sections, we present an algorithm to create a suitable cluster tree which is used to renumber the matrix efficiently.
The structure of the cluster tree
Starting point for the clustering is the index set I = {1, . . . , k E } which corresponds to the edges of the finite element mesh. A so called cluster tree T I is a hierarchical partitioning of I [11] . The elements of a cluster tree, called clusters, are subsets of I . For every cluster s ⊆ I we define the set of sons S (s) = {s , s = son(s)}. If a cluster has no sons, it is called a leaf. The set of leaves of the tree is denoted by L (T I ) = {s, S (s) = ∅}.
Definition 4.1 (cluster tree).
With the finite index set I a cluster tree T I is defined as follows
In order to reach a suitable nested dissection structure, every non-leaf cluster is desired to have three sons. One of them contains all indices separating the underlying matrix graph of its father, i.e. the indices of the nodes on the interface. This cluster is a leaf. The two other clusters are leaves, if they contain less than a certain number b > 2 of indices. Alternatively, the set of sons can contain only two clusters. This happens if the father cluster is not connected, so that it is possible to find two already separated sons.
This cluster tree will be applied to compute a reordering for the exact Cholesky decomposition. In case of the later presented approximate decomposition, it is advisable to modify this tree. For this, we will further subdivide all of the three sons, i.e. the interface cluster will be separated too.
Creation of the cluster tree
In the creation process, we make use of the correspondence between the matrix graph of the stiffness matrix K and the underlying geometry of the finite element mesh Ω h . The edges of the mesh correspond to the vertices of the matrix graph G(E,W ). One can assign a geometrical information to the edge e i ∈ E, i ∈ I using, for example, its midpoint x i . The length of the edge can then be used as its weight g i . The set W is given by the matrix entries. Our clustering approach consists of two steps:
Geometrical bisection. The centre of the cluster is given by the weighted sum
where g s is the sum of all weights g i . The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
are the axes of the enveloping ellipsoid. The plane through the centre x s , orthogonal to the eigenvector v corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix cov(s), can be used in order to separate the cluster s:
Construction of the interface cluster. The underlying matrix graph of the cluster s is denoted by G(E s ,W s ) with E s ⊂ E and W s ⊂ W containing all interactions within the cluster s. Our next aim is to find the set of indices s I , such that the removal of s I from s and its adjacent edges forms a disconnected graph G(E s 1 ∪E s 2 ,W s ), with
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The set s I should be as small as possible. For this, the connections between the vertices are considered. The indices from one of the clusters s 1 , s 2 having connections to the other cluster indicate vertices connecting both clusters. Such vertices are added to s I . From the leaves of the cluster tree, we can create a vector of indices, which represents the permutation of the degrees of freedom to obtain a structure shown in Fig. 1 . This permutation of the unknowns allows the application of the following exact Cholesky decomposition which exploits the block structure.
In the context of the later discussed H -arithmetic for computing an approximate Cholesky decomposition, the modified cluster tree with subdivided interfaces is used for the construction of a H -matrix.
Generation of the sparsity structure
The elimination graph of the reordered matrix contains information about the structure of the decomposition factor L. In order to create a block structure, we do not perform vertex-wise elimination, but a cluster-wise elimination. In this case, we will allow more fill-in than necessary. This means that some zero entries will be stored in the Cholesky factor. On the other hand, a block structure in the sparsity pattern is gained, which allows fast computation using, for example, the BLAS-3 library.
For a more detailed illustration, see Fig. 2 , where a matrix graph with the first three levels of clustering is shown. The interface cluster of the first level is called I. On the second level, we have A, B, and on the third level a, b, c, and d. The unknowns of the non-interface clusters are numbered first so that they will be eliminated first. After that, the unknowns of the interface clusters follow. The elimination of the blocks which correspond to the same cluster produces some fill-in only between themselves or between the blocks corresponding to lower level interfaces connected to it.
For all leaf clusters, we determine the sparsity structure of L arising from the elimination of the current cluster s:
(1) Add the complete connection graph of the vertices belonging to the cluster s to the sparsity pattern.
(2) Determine the set t of all vertices being connected to at least one of the vertices of the cluster s.
(3) Add the complete connection graph of t to the sparsity pattern.
This yields a sparsity structure, where block columns contain some (usually only few) non-zero block rows. This can be seen in Fig. 2 , where the sparsity structure of the Cholesky factor is shown. The dark grey coloured entries correspond to the original entries of the system matrix. The light grey entries show the fill-in which will occur during the elimination procedure. 
Block Cholesky decomposition
Once the sparsity structure of the matrix L is determined, it is initialised with the original entries of the matrix K. This structure is schematically shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, the non-zero entries are accumulated in the vectors c T 1 , . . . , c T n forming the non-zero block rows. Here, n denotes the number of vertices which are connected to the current cluster s.
The factorisation of the first block column provides Schur complement updates only in the n × n grey coloured positions, as it is shown in the lower right part of the left picture in Fig. 3 . By a permutation, as it is shown in the right part of Fig. 3 , we can merge the non-zero rows of the block in a dense array K T 1 * := (c T 1 · · · c T n ). With this, the Cholesky factorisation can be done block-wise, by the use of the dense matrix arithmetic provided in the time optimised BLAS-3 library.
Algorithm 4.1 (block decomposition).
For every block column i :
(1) permute non-zero rows of a block to form the dense matrix K i * ;
In this algorithm, the same memory is used for storing the matrices K and L, i.e. L i * will be stored in the memory of K i * , and L * * in the memory of K * * . The cluster- ing algorithm together with the above decomposition form our exact solver called HSLLT.
H H H -matrix technique and an approximate decomposition
In recent years, much progress was achieved in the development of H -matrix technique. This approach of approximating matrices is based on a hierarchical partitioning into blocks and originates from the treatment of fully populated matrices arising from discretised integral equations [11, 12] . For this, a cluster tree T I is needed. With an admissibility condition, the construction of a block cluster tree T I × T I is performed. The admissibility indicates whether a block can be approximated by a low-rank matrix with a given accuracy or not. Thus, a hierarchical partitioning of the matrix will be defined by the block cluster tree.
Based on this partitioning, a natural recursive structure of the blocks can be seen. Each H -matrix is a 2 × 2 block matrix. It can contain the following four kinds of blocks: zero block, fully populated block, low-rank block, or H -matrix again. The fully populated blocks and the low-rank blocks arise if one of the two clusters forming the block is a leaf cluster. The non-leaf clusters are further divided, so that the corresponding H -matrix contains again four blocks, and so on.
The matrix arithmetic based on this structure was introduced and studied by [10] [11] [12] . It is shown, that the corresponding complexity in memory and numerical work is almost linear.
In this work, we study the application of H -matrices to the sparse matrix of the linear system (3.8). The aim is a hierarchical approximation of the matrix L in the Cholesky decomposition. This yields a preconditioner of the system.
Corresponding to the paper [3] , such an approximation is possible and can be obtained by the use of H -matrices. Indeed, the Schur complements of the form
.1) can be efficiently approximated. Thus, this paper builds a theoretical background of the algorithm we are going to describe.
The hierarchical interface cluster tree I of the set of indices of degrees of freedom I as described in Section 4 will be used. However, the main difference is, that the interface clusters will be subdivided too.
First of all, the sparse matrix is formally transformed in an H -matrix structure. For this, a block cluster tree is constructed in the following way. A cluster pair is admissible if the corresponding block of the matrix is a zero matrix, i.e. there is no connection between the vertices in the sparsity pattern. Such blocks remain zero during the approximate Cholesky decomposition. They are leaves of the block cluster tree. The blocks on the diagonal are dense matrices. They form the second kind of the leaves. Furthermore, the off-diagonal blocks depicted in grey in Fig. 2 on the interfaces are also leaves, which will be approximated and stored as low-rank during the decomposition.
With the so constructed H -matrix, the hierarchical Cholesky decomposition (HLLT) is performed. Since the matrix arithmetic we have used differs from [3] , a short description of the algorithms follows.
Above, we have already mentioned four types of matrices:
• Null -zero matrix of any dimension;
• Dense -fully populated m × n matrix;
• LowRank(r) -low-rank matrix with rank r stored as its QR decomposition, i.e. Q ∈ R m×r , R ∈ R r×n , Q T Q = I ∈ R r×r . The matrix Q has orthonormal columns due to the post-compression algorithm;
• H -matrix -2 × 2-block matrix containing four blocks with dimensions m 1 × n 1 , m 2 × n 1 , m 1 × n 2 , and m 2 × n 2 . Each of the blocks has again one of the four given types. During the initialisation of the H -type matrix only the Null-, Dense-and H -matrix-type are used. The LowRank(r)-type matrix type will appear during the Cholesky decomposition.
The main binary operations with H -matrices are the addition and the multiplication. Furthermore, the following unary operations are implemented: the LL T decomposition of H -matrix-type, a Dense to LowRank(r) transformation, the post-compression of LowRank(r), and the transformation of any type to the Hmatrix type with predefined dimensions of the blocks.
Each matrix operation is designed to save space and computation costs. For example, if the input matrices are of the Dense-type, a fully populated result matrix is produced by the use of the BLAS-3 routines. The post-compression of LowRank(r)-type matrix is applied only if its dimension is large enough to expect a reasonable compression effect. The complexity estimates of the H -matrix arithmetic can be found in [11, 12] .
The addition
The addition of two matrices having the Dense-type is obvious. The result of the addition of the Dense-type with the LowRank(r)-type, A + QR is a matrix of the Dense-type, after the matrix multiplication 'Q times R' is performed. The case of two LowRank-type matrices with the ranks r 1 , r 2 is the most interesting, and can be performed as follows
The rank of the resulting matrix can be smaller than r 1 + r 2 . Thus, as a rule, the post-compression algorithm is applied. The addition of the Dense-type matrices or of the LowRank-type matrices with a H -type matrix is realised block-wise after the transformation of the first matrix to the H -type.
In case of two H -matrices, we have to ensure the same partitioning. If the dimensions differ, one of these matrices has to be transformed to the format of the other. Then, the addition is performed as usual, see [11] .
The multiplication
Here, only non-trivial situations are described. The multiplication of a LowRank(r)-type matrix with a Dense-type matrix is realised as follows
Thus, the usual matrix multiplication 'R times B' is performed, and the result Z is of the Dense-type. Eventually, a post-compression of QZ follows.
To compute the product 'H -matrix times Dense-type matrix', the matrix of the Dense-type will be split in two blocks, so that
The result is stored as a Dense-type matrix. The multiplication of two H -matrices is performed as in [11] , by ensuring the same partitioning.
LL T LL T LL T decomposition of H H H -matrix
The Cholesky decomposition of the H -matrix 
Dense to LowRank(r r r)
The algorithm transforms the input m × n -matrix to a product of m × r-and r × nmatrices with r(m + n) < mn. This can be done by the use of the singular value decomposition (SVD), requiring O(mn min(m, n)) arithmetical operations. The SVD guarantees the best possible compression rate. The fully pivoted ACA algorithm [4] will require O(mnr) operations, and the partially pivoted ACA O((m + n)r 2 ). Furthermore, the truncated rank revealing method [13] , which require O(mnr) arithmetical operations, can be used. Our numerical tests show that the truncated rank revealing method is often the optimal choice, because many matrices, we consider, are of the rather small dimension, and their rank is not small enough in order to see the asymptotics of the the partially pivoted ACA.
Post-compression of LowRank(r r r)
The matrix is given as a product AB, with A ∈ R m×r and B ∈ R r×n . The postcompression algorithm givesÃ,B with possibly smaller rank, so that the error is controlled AB −ÃB F < ε.
There are again several ways to obtain the approximationÃ,B, see [11] . We have used the following method.
Algorithm 5.1 (post-compression of LowRank(r r r)).
(
If the matrix A is orthogonal, then the algorithm can be considerably simplified.
Approximate decomposition without H H H -matrix technique
The main disadvantage of the above HLLT-algorithm is a rather high number of post-compressions when working with the formal H -matrix arithmetic.
In this section, we introduce a modified approach in order to reduce the number of post-compressions.
Let the matrix be given in a block form obtained by the use of the presented clustering algorithm. By the leaf clusters, the columns of the matrix are given in the block form, see Fig. 3 . The number of leaves corresponds to the number of block columns. At the beginning of the decomposition, the n×n-matrix is of the following form
where the block K 11 is a quadratic k 1 × k 1 -matrix. Let k 2 denote the number of nonzero rows in the sub-diagonal block K * 1 ∈ R (n−k 1 )×k 1 (i.e. the number of non-zero columns in K T * 1 ). The block Cholesky factorisation of the above matrix is
The first idea is to approximate the matrix L T * 1 by a low-rank matrix L T * 1 ≈ UV by the use of the reduced QR-decomposition. Here, U ∈ R k 1 ×r contains r orthonormal columns, i.e. U T U = I ∈ R r×r and V ∈ R r×(n−k 1 ) . This yields
Since the block K T * 1 is column sparse, i.e. it contains only k 2 non-zero columns, this results in a column sparse structure of V . Thus, only the non-zero columns of this matrix will be stored as a fully populated matrix together with an additional information about the indices of the non-zero columns.
The important part of this decomposition is the computation of the Schur complement K −V T V because exactly here an additional fill-in will appear. In Fig. 4 , the structure after i − 1 steps of the elimination is shown. In the i-th elimination step, the matrices V 1 , . . . ,V i−1 have to be used to compute the Schur complement updates of the matrices K i,i and K T * ,i . Thus, some additional non-zero columns will arise in K T * ,i . Here, the second idea is applied. It allows this fill-in only if its norm is big enough, i.e. if the norm of an additional column is smaller than the norm of the diagonal block multiplied by a threshold, this column is set to zero. Thus, no additional fill-in will occur in this case.
The exact computation of the Schur complement requires O(k 1 k 2 2 ) operations. This amount will be reduced to O(rk 2 2 ) when using the above approximate decomposition. 
Thus, the new algorithm, called HSILLT, uses the direct low-rank approximations of the non-diagonal blocks and reduces the fill-in by some threshold. Note that only one low-rank approximation will be necessary for every block column. Thus, the number of such approximations is rather low now in comparison with the HLLT algorithm.
Complexity estimates
Let Mem n denote the total amount of memory required for the Cholesky factor of the HSLLT algorithm. According to the clustering used, the interface cluster contains only O(m 2 ) elements in 3D case, where m denotes now the characteristic number of degrees of freedom in one space direction, i.e. O(#s I ) = O(n 2/3 ) (see Fig. 1 ). Since the interface block is stored as fully populated matrix, this leads to O(n 4/3 ) words of memory. The separated big clusters have almost the same number of degrees of freedom, i.e. O(#s 1 ) = O(#s 2 ). Furthermore, we have to consider new non-diagonal entries due to fill-in. The total amount of these additional entries should be of the same order as the number of entries on the interface, i.e. the fill-in will be of the order O(n 4/3 ) words of memory. Thus, the recursion for the memory can be expressed as follows:
where c is some constant. Assume that Mem 1 = 1, then This amount of memory is illustrated in Section 8, see Table 2 . When applying the HSILLT algorithm, the m × m interface block is further divided in blocks 
Hence, the approximated LL T has an almost linear memory requirement. The arithmetic complexity of the computation of HSLLT, however, is not linear. The Cholesky factorisation of the dense blocks, which have m = #s I = O(n 2/3 ) degrees of freedom, amounts to O(n 2 ) arithmetic operations, hence
2)
The approximate Cholesky factorisation, HSILLT, requires at most O(rl 2 ) arithmetic operations for each eliminated column, where l is the total number of non-zero entries in this column. Due to (7.1), the average value of l is r log 2 n, and, therefore, the total number of arithmetical operations will be O(rl 2 n) = O(r 3 n log 2 2 n).
Numerical examples
The three presented algorithms are based on the interface clustering of the degrees of freedom using the geometry and the structure of the sparse matrix (cf. Section 4). The resulting permutation reduces the number of non-zeros in the Cholesky factor and one obtains a block structure of the matrix. Figure 5 shows these modifications of the structure. The structure of the reordered singular matrix Q and the regularised matrix K are pictured in order to show the influence of additional entries arising from regularisation (cf. Section 3). The number of non-zeros in the system matrix doubles and the matrix stays sparse.
Performance rating -exact solver
In Section 4 an exact linear system solver called HSLLT was described. The approach of HSLLT can be compared with super-nodal techniques [15] . They try to find columns with the same sparsity structure in a graph theoretical way by the so called elimination tree. Forming dense block matrices allows the usage of the BLAS-3 package. For the performance evaluation of our algorithm, two freely available solver packages are chosen. One of them is a library called Pardiso * (Parallel sparse direct linear solver). It was developed by Olaf Schenk from the University of Basel. The package provides decomposition methods for different kinds of sparse matrices. For our symmetric positive definite test problems, we selected a sequential left-and right-looking super-nodal Cholesky factorisation. Different graph theoretical methods are available for reordering, e.g. a multiple minimum degree algorithm (MMD) and a nested-dissection reordering provided by the Metis library (G. Karypis). The latter is based on nested-dissection strategies similar to our permutation.
Another solver package is Taucs † , which comes from the University of Tel Aviv. Sivan Toledo has also created one of the leading available solvers. It offers numerous routines for exact decomposition of sparse matrices. They use super-nodal and multi-frontal methods. Several reordering methods provide reduced fill-in. For our comparison, the Metis library was again selected. In a later subsection, we return to Taucs and its methods of incomplete factorisation to construct a preconditioner.
In summary, three factorisation methods were appropriate for comparison: HS-LLT, the super-nodal method by Pardiso (PLLT) and by Taucs (TLLT).
Our test matrices are based on the finite element discretisation of magnetostatic problems (cf. Table 1 ). At first we chose simple meshes of a cube consisting of uniformly distributed hexahedrons. An example more representative of real applications is that of a simple magnetic valve. With the described regularisation, all these examples provide symmetric positive definite matrices because of their trivial topology. In more general topologies, it is necessary to deal with cohomology aspects to find the bigger kernel of the matrix, which will be done in future work.
The reordering algorithms in Pardiso and Taucs are graph theoretical, so that they only need information about the matrix structure. However, HSLLT requires additional information about the geometry of the degrees of freedom. Because of Table 2 .
Comparison of factorisation time t LL T and memory for storing the factor Mem(L) for the decomposition methods HSLLT, PLLT and TLLT and different problem sizes. the edge based formulation, the degrees of freedom correspond to the edges of the mesh. An edge will be represented by its midpoint and length. The three algorithms are compared by the time required for the decomposition of the reordered system matrix. The memory used for storing the triangular sparse decomposition factor is another important aspect. The tests were carried out on an Intel Xeon processor (3.06GHz) and 2GByte of core memory.
In Table 2 , the factorisation time and memory requirement of the three exact solvers are compared. Before computing the Cholesky factor, the reordering is done. Because computation times for the reordering are negligible, we only state the time required for the factorisation. The columns signed over with Mem(L) include information about the memory needed for storing the lower triangular matrix of the decomposition L.
For the examples listed, one finds comparable calculation times. The main reason lies in the high performance of level 3 BLAS routines, which all methods are using. Thereby calculation speeds of 1GFlop/s are reached. The comparison of required memory shows that HSLLT needs 20 -40% higher storage. The reason is inherent in the padding of the sparse structure in order to reach fully populated rows in the sub-diagonal block. For this, more memory due to fill-in than necessary is occupied. The super-nodal approach only combines columns with the same sparsity structure of the factor L without additional storage. The minimum degree based fill-in reducing ordering was also tested for TLLT and PLLT. We found, that in this case the performance is worse than of HSLLT. This shows the efficiency of nested dissection in comparison to minimum degree strategy.
Comparison of approximate decompositions as preconditioner
In Section 5, we introduced two methods providing an approximate decomposition by low-rank approximation. For HLLT we are using interface clustering in order to create the recursive H -matrix structure. The second method, HSILLT, acts on a block-wise column storage scheme by means of the interface clustering. With this approach, we benefit from the reduction of fill-in in combination with low-rank approximation.
In order to characterise the performance, we chose an incomplete Cholesky factorisation provided by the Taucs library (TILLT), which is very fast in case of low accuracy. For this, the sparsity structure of L is reduced by dropping entries so that
Here, a i j is the associated entry of the original matrix, ε drop the chosen accuracy, and L i the i-th row norm of the exact factor. The second freely available preconditioner concept to compare with, is given by the ILUPACK ‡ library from Bollhoefer. It is based on an algebraic multigrid strategy.
All four methods HLLT, HSILLT, TILLT and AMG provide a preconditioner applicable for iterative methods. The accuracy of such a preconditioner arises in the number of iterations which a preconditioned CG method requires to reach a relative residual below 10 −12 . We will compare the performance of the different methods by factorisation time and memory requirement for the construction of preconditioners with similar accuracy. This means, approximate factorisations yielding the same number of iterations can be compared.
In Tables 3 and 4 , we state the performance of all the methods for different problem types arising from the curl-curl-equation. The parameters of these algorithms ‡ cf. http://www.math.tu-berlin.de/ilupack, University of Berlin, M. Bollhoefer and provided publications are set in order to fix the iteration number at 50. Here, N denotes the size of the matrix and NNZ its number of non-zeros. In case of AMG, the preconditioned CG provided by ILUPACK is applied and for all the other methods our implementation of standard preconditioned CG is used.
One can see, that HLLT requires much more memory effort and time to solve the problems. A big part of the calculation time in HLLT is used for truncation of blocks in order to reveal the rank after arithmetic operations. Additionally, the administration effort of H -matrix operations has to be mentioned. However, the trend for higher dimensions shows that the performance properties approach each other.
The more promising method is given by HSILLT. One can see in the Table 4 that HSILLT is faster than the other methods for the given examples. The memory requirement is similar to that of TILLT and much better than that of AMG.
It is important to state that in this comparison a computation of very fine preconditioners is treated. However, for coarser preconditioners the situation can change.
In order to show the importance of more exact preconditioners, a system with a high condition number is treated in Table 5 . For all the solvers, the parameter set is chosen, so that a relatively good time and memory requirement is achieved. There, it can be seen that HSILLT is able to solve this system with the lowest computation time, where AMG requires the slightest memory effort.
In the comparison to the both exact solvers, it is of course hard to be better. For increasing dimension of the problem size, this comparison will improve because of the complexity of our method. To show the complexity, a numerical example with increasing problem size is stated in Table 6 . In all the examples, the same parameter set is used. One can see by the factors Mem(L)/N and t LL T /N that the behaviour of memory and computation time is almost linear. The total computation time grows like O(N 4/3 ) because the condition number grows with the size of the matrix. However, this is much better than the complexity of exact solvers of O(N 2 ).
Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the solution of linear systems of equations arising from the discretisation of curl-curl-equation. The described regularisation yields a sparse symmetric positive definite system matrix. Under application of hierarchical interface clustering, we analysed an exact decomposition method which is in the stated examples comparable to other solvers. The evaluation of the approximate factorisation HLLT lead to the result that recursive hierarchical structures do not perform as well as TILLT for the tested examples. The most promising result of our paper is the HSILLT. It allows the calculation of an approximate factorisation by dense matrix computations with almost linear complexity and performs better than the incomplete factorisation provided by Taucs.
